
 

Business   Meeting   Minutes   -   Group   Conscience  
9   May   2020,   3:00   PM   
 
Presiding:   Lady   Meredith  
Attending:   Andrew   J.,   Thomas   D.,   Mark   N.,   Meredith   C.,   Cassie   J.,   Carl   R.,  
David   G.,   Kristin   F.,   Sara   P.,   Bill   T.,   BJ   P.,   Casey,   Casey   M.,   Cheryl   C.,  
Christine   C.,   Danny,   Dave,   Donna   B.,   Ella,   Emmett,   Eo   To   (Stacy),  
Francisco   R.,   Jae   M.,   Jason   F.,   Jenna,   Kathy,   Kris   R.,   Erin   B.,   Lewis   H.,  
Liz,   Maggie   S.,   Mollie   W.,   Molly,   Nathan   S.,   Nicole   E.,   Rob,   Sammie,  
Summer   F.,   Whitney,   Jason   F.  
 
Quorum:   YES  
 
Transcription  

- Lady   Meredith   opens   the   meeting   with   the   Serenity   Prayer.  
- Her   Ladyship   begins   by   reading   from   an   A.A.   pamphlet.   The   reading  

outlines   the   general   idea   of   a   Group   Conscience  
- Special   emphasis   is   placed   on   the   fact   that   we   are   seeking   the   will   of  

our   collective   Higher   Power.  
- Meredith   stresses   that   the   goal   of   the   meeting   is   to   reach   a  

unanimous   decision.  
- She   continues   on   to   request   that   the   attendees   operate   in   a   spirit   of  

brotherhood   seeking   kindliness,   tolerance   and   love.  
- Meredith   also   shares   her   intended   format   for   this   Group   Conscience.  

It   will   be   structured   such   that   ONE   person   will   speak   at   a   time;   in   a  
normal   setting,   we   would   gather   in   a   speaker-like   meeting   room   with  
a   podium.   Due   to   the   online   setting,   she   would   like   each   person   who  
wishes   to   share   to   make   it   known   in   the   group   chat.   The   format   of   a  
speaker   meeting   should   be   adhered   to;   that   is,   one   person   will   speak  
at   a   time   and   there   is   no   cross   talk.   To   clarify,   a   person   should   speak  
simply   to   make   their   thoughts   known,   NOT   to   respond   to   the  
previous   speaker.  

- Following   the   format   instructions,   Meredith   shares   general   guidelines  
regarding   the   convening   of   persons   at   Unity   Temple.   The   church  
building   management   has   various   requests   and   ideas   about   how  
they   would   like   things   to   go…   In   general,   they   intend   to   follow   all  
Kansas   City,   MO   guidelines   and   restrictions   with   the   addition   of   a  
requirement   to   sign   in   for   contact   tracing.  

- Meredith   invites   Cassy   (employee   of   Unity   Temple   and   member   of  
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Unity   AA   to   share   any   additional   information   she   may   have)  
- Casey   indicates   that   the   church   has   increased   their   supplies   of  

disinfectant   
- They   also   intend   to   supply   masks;   however,   supply   is   VERY  

limited   (~500   count)  
- There   will   be   a   requirement   to   sanitize   the   room(s)   after   every  

meeting  
- Unity   Temple   may   request   that   Unity   AA   have   someone   lock   up  

the   building   after   the   final   meeting   each   day  
- Meredith   shares   she   is   ready   to   hear   thoughts   from   attendees  
- David   G.   shares   first  

- He   talks   about   how   meetings   went   back   when   the   lockdown  
was   optional  

- Guidance   from   the   group   as   a   whole   will   help  
- He   does   not   want   (nor   does   anyone   else   want)   to   be   the  

“police.”  
- Cooperation   from   the   group   would   be   essential   to   minimize   the  

risk   of   exposure   (i.e.   no   standing   in   a   group   on   the   sidewalk)  
- He   also   mentions   the   need   to   decide   how   to   handle  

contributions   (passing   the   basket   is   no   longer   an   option)  
- Carl   R.   is   next  

- Confusion/technical   difficulties   ensue.   
- Says   the   premise   is   false  
- We   can   only   have   10%   of   the   total   building’s   occupancy  
- This   would   mean   <10   people   in   the   meeting   by   his   calculations   
- He   stresses   it   is   “our”   job   to   provide   a   safe   space   for   everyone  

and   that   reopening   would   not   fit   that   directive  
- What   the   church   wants   should   not   be   considered  

- Tyler   W.   follows  
- Would   like   to   ask   for   clarification;   will   Zoom   meetings   continue  

either   way?   
- Answer:   YES  

- Sara   P.   continues   
- More   technical   difficulties   
- Sara   brings   up   her   intentions   to   help   no   matter   what.   This   is  

given   her   position   as   the   Meeting   Leader   Leeder.  
- HOWEVER,   she   does   not   intend   to   set   foot   in   the   building  
- Brings   up   Unity   Temple’s   dedication   to   help   guide   attendees   to  

various   rooms  
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- Her   perspective   is   that   “If   the   church   is   opening,   we   (Unity  
A.A.)   cannot   prevent   people   from   entering   and   holding  
meetings.”  

- She   believes   it   would   be   most   helpful   for   Unity   AA   to   try   and  
function   as   a   unit  

- Kathy   D.   goes   next  
- She   shares   about   Group   1’s   meetings  
- Claims   they   have   been   practicing   the   same   guidelines  

(sanitation,   social   distance,   etc.)   as   Unity   A.A.   is   suggesting  
- Kathy   indicates   everyone   at   these   meetings   has   been  

considerate   of   others   and   the   guidelines;   although   not   all  
people   have   worn   masks  

- Tom   D.   follows   Kathy  
- Tom   shares   the   goal   of   A.A.   is   unity  
- We   should   be   trying   to   accomodate   all   types   of   meetings   in   all  

ways   possible.  
- This   means   we   should   be   posting   the   schedules   of   the  

meetings   in   the   park   and   the   meetings   that   eventually   happen  
in   the   temple.   

- He   stresses   that   the   Zoom   meetings   themselves   should   stick  
around   for   a   while   given   the   increase   in   attendance   of   people  
with   various   handicaps.  

- He   finishes   with   the   thought   that   the   group   should   attempt   to  
accommodate   every   person   with   every   decision   they   choose  
to   make  

- Cheryl   C.   proceeds  
- She   begins   by   thanking   Meredith   for   her   service  
- Shares   she   is   comfortable   going   to   outdoor   meetings   and   will  

continue   to   do   so  
- Cheryl   indicates   she   will   be   watching   the   numbers   of   infected  

before   she   decides   to   go   indoors   anywhere  
- Mentions   she   agrees   with   Tom   D.,   all   people   should   be  

accommodated   
- Discusses   7th   Tradition   contributions,   cash   app   could   work  
- Says   the   nature   of   the   outdoor   meetings   is   very   informal   and  

they   really   are   not   “Unity’s”   meetings…  
- Brings   up   the   stress   and   immense   effort   required   to   facilitate   in  

person   meetings   according   to   city   guidelines   
- Meredith   interjects   a   note   about   the   7th   Tradition.   Members   are   able  
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to   mail   checks   to   Unity   Temple   now   that   the   building   is   back   open.  
- Dave   M.   is   next  

- Mentions   the   lack   of   ability   to   enforce   anything   we   have  
discussed   (not   the   job   of   A.A.’s   anyway)  

- Says   we   should   have   meetings   if   we   can   all   follow   the   city  
ordinances   

- Lewis   H.   continues   
- Says   masks   will   be   provided   to   people   who   don’t   have   them  
- He   would   like   to   go   back   to   in   person   meetings   
- Indicates   the   10/10/10   rule   is   baffling   
- Points   out   the   complete   chaos   and   pandemonium   that   could  

grip   the   nation   in   light   of   the   lack   of   leadership  
- Would   like   to   see   us   not   get   too   fractured   
- That   would   split   the   group  
- Says   he   would   support   whatever   the   group   decides  

- DeAnn   G.   proceeds  
- Thanks   everyone   for   their   kindness   and   care   for   the   newcomer   
- She   intends   to   stay   away   until   risk   subsides   
- If   the   group   decides   to   have   in   person   meetings,   how   many  

could   we   curate?   What   would   the   limit   be?   
- Andy   C.   follows  

- He   agrees   with   everything   Tom   D.   said  
- Shares   similar   accolades   about   Group   1   that   were   heard   from  

Kathy  
- Groups   are   taking   care   of   themselves   
- Indicates   Unity   A.A.   has   a   duty   to   reopen   if   we   can   follow   the  

10/10/10   rule  
- Shares   it   is   not   Unity   A.A.’s   job   to   “staff”   a   trusted   servant   at  

each   meeting.  
- Members   are   capable   adults   who   can   take   care   of   themselves  

- Mike   goes   next  
- He   will   not   be   attending   in   person   meetings   while   the  

requirement   is   in   place   to   wear   masks  
- Kate   M.   proceeds  

- Her   understanding   is   that   at   least   one   A.A.   group   has   had   an  
outbreak  

- Indicates   her   only   hope   is   that   we   make   people   aware   of   the  
potential   risks   of   attending   in   person   meetings  

- In   the   case   of   an   outbreak,   contact   tracing   is   required.   This  
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would   break   the   anonymity   of   meeting   attendees  
- She   suggests   an   ad   hoc   committee   to   stay   abreast   of   the  

latest   government   suggestions   given   the   continued,   rapid  
evolution   of   the   situation  

- Emmet   is   next  
- He   points   out   that   as   adults,   all   attendees   should   be  

responsible   for   themselves   
- Danny   follows  

- He   works   as   a   safety   specialist,   it   is   his   job   to   keep   up   to   date  
with   the   guidelines   of   the   CDC,   OSHA,   etc  

- He   shares   that   we   can   do   the   best   we   can   and   make   an   effort,  
but   that   is   all  

- Molly   W.   continues  
- Audio/technology   difficulties   wreak   havoc   
- Says   she   loves   everyone  
- Hates   division  
- She   is   worried   about   the   newcomer   
- She   would   like   us   to   wait   for   the   church   to   open   up   completely  

before   we   have   meetings   again  
- Ella   is   next  

- She   would   like   to   share   what   it   was   like   before   the   temple   itself  
closed  

- Says   organization   was   not   difficult   
- Attendees   were   willing   to   aid   with   the   required   administration   of  

efforts   to   minimize   contact   and   follow   health   guidelines  
- The   church   provided   cleaners   for   sanitation   after   each   meeting  
- Says   it   would   be   fine   to   open   back   up   as   it   did   work   before  
- Points   out   that   the   steering   committee   usurped   authority   by  

holding   a   vote   to   close   without   consulting   the   entire   group  
- Bradley   S.   follows  

- Points   out   he   personally   has   covered   the   cost   of   coins   for   the  
outdoor   meeting  

- He   is   a   member   of   Unity   A.A.   and   says   they   do   not   take   a  
collection   at   the   outdoor   meeting  

- He   has   wipes   he   can   contribute   
- He   thinks   we   can   open   up   and   be   just   fine  

- David   G.   speaks   again  
- Points   out   we   are   dealing   with   two   deadly   diseases   
- Appreciates   the   group   conscience   in   general  
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- Suggests   this   should   have   happened   when   we   closed  
- The   attentive   reader   will   note   we   simply   did   not   have   this   format  

in   place   before   the   pandemic   struck;   there   literally   was   NO  
WAY   to   have   had   a   group   conscience   digitally.  

- Bill   T.   goes   next   
- He   would   like   to   begin   taking   up   a   collection   at   the   park  

- Maggie   S.   follows  
- She   is   concerned   about   the   breaking   of   anonymity   in   light   of   a  

potential   outbreak   at   Unity  
- She   feels   we   should   log   attendees   and   be   prepared   to   expose  

that   data   should   an   outbreak   occur   
- She   also   thinks   we   should   divulge   the   names   of   people   who  

may   contract   the   disease  
- Carl   R.   shares   again  

- Slightly   fewer   technically   difficulties   this   time  
- Says   we   are   doing   this   incorrectly  
- We   do   not   get   10%   of   the   total   building’s   capacity,   we   get   10%  

of   normal   meeting   attendance   
- Says   the   risk   is   too   high   to   open   up  

- Andy   C.   comments   a   second   time  
- Says   there   should   not   be   a   single   set   of   rules   enforced   

- Christine   C.   goes   next  
- She   had   COVID-19   in   the   past   few   weeks  
- She   was   contacted   by   health   officials   for   contact   tracing   
- She   says   it   may   be   helpful   to   warn   attendees   that   their   contact  

information   may   be   given   to   public   health   officials   should  
someone   in   the   group   contract   the   disease  

- Tom   D.   speaks   a   second   time  
- He   points   out   the   anonymity   in   press,   radio,   and   films   is  

intended   to   prevent   people   from   promoting   themselves   and  
A.A.   at   the   same   time.  

- Meredith   ask   for   burning   desires  
- Moves   on   to   a   vote  
- The   motion   on   the   floor   is   to   work   with   the   church   as   they   reopen   and  

we   begin   having   in   person   meetings   or   simply   not   to   have   in   person  
meetings   at   this   time.  

- The   motion   passes   to   reopen  
- Meredith   proceeds   to   gather   volunteers   to   meet   at   the   building   and  

discuss   plans   and   logistics   for   reopening   
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